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ABSTRACT

The concept of "resistance economy" entered the literature of economy for the first time
bythe supremeleader in September 2010. This concept includes ten main components, four
key points and finally seven binding points. This paper intends to use the social capital
structures which are the product and output of a network of social communications toexplain
and interpret approaches to realizing the economy's resistance considering the speech of the
Supreme Leader.
The authors of the present research try to give an answer based on scientific, objective and
rigorous response to the main question that: how much the components, and capabilities of
the social capital index have the ability to realize the strength of the economy?In other words,
the functions of human communication network and its product that is the social capital can
realize and implement which component or components of the leader's idea in order to
achieve resistance and dynamic economy?
The research findings show that among the ten components considered by the Supreme leader
of the revolution in this regard, all are in a fully or indirectly relationship with the social
capital and in the following we continue to elaborate and explain each. This article, using
descriptive and analytical method and utilizing the historical sociology as well as taking
advantage of virtual and written resources seeks to provide answers to questions written in
the lines mentioned above.
Keywords: Resistant economy, development, economic security, Supreme Leader, social
capital
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INTRODUCTION
With regard to the speeches and writings of

will be able to produce whatever people's

the Supreme Leader over the past few

immediate and unnecessary needs. This can

years, resistant economy can be defined as

be achieved when the community will

the circumstances in which the country's

increase the scope and power of choice and

has reached to a degree of scientific,

freedom. That is the community decides

institutional, organizational, professional

what to produce which goods and import

capability and confidence to be capable of

which (because of the lack of comparative

(I emphasize capable of) producing all the

advantage in the production).

produced goods with regard to its human

In fact, the same as during the past few

and natural resources1. In other words, the

years is explained by the Supreme Leader

resistant economy is gained when the

because only under these conditions that

country has the capability to act out all their

the powerful countries to impose their

potentiality of the human and natural

demands on the country's inability to

resources (Kagan, 2014: 97-106). In the

produce particularly vital products. In other

resistant economy the range of choice is

words, only when the community is able to

increasing. The structures of philosophical,

produce all their needs in the international

political, social, cultural and economic

relations, higher bargaining power and thus

thought should be so that the present and

was able to contribute more to international

available human resources(by relying on

political and economic interactions while

the power of thought, research and policy)

will be resistant to the potential excesses of

to be able to take advantage of natural,

some powerful countries (Khallaji, 2014:

material, internal and foreignresources, to

63).

produce and meet all the society needs.

The situation in today's literature means

With the explanation that the purpose of

community

this definition is to achieve the capability to

conditions that can be placed in it.

produce all of needs and not necessarily for

According to the academic literature as

all needs (as was promoted in the previous

well as religious literature, the development

period falsely as self-sufficiency).In other

process based on which undeveloped man

words, in this definition, the community

(human being with non-development or

development

and

best

anti-development vision) is improved to
1

Siasat-hayekolli-ye ‘eghtesad-e
moghavemati,The comprehensive policies
of economy of resistance Islamic Students
News Agency, February 19, 2014, pp17-22

developed man (with insight developed
human).According to this definition, human
resource

development

and

source

of
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economic growth and development in all

and

anti-development

aspects, including achieving the terms

structures.

changing

outlined in this article which are called the

D) Because the shaped structures are

resistance economy. However, to achieve

likely to create some points (rent)

economy of resistance with the above

and will be resistance against this

features, there are pre-requisites the access

restructuring. It should be noticed

to which needs some great endeavor. Some

that the community of individuals

of these prerequisites are as follows:

and entities affected by the decision,

A) Definition of wealth is quite time

how far are determined to make

change. According to literature,

these changes and how much to pay

science and the development of

costs will be inevitable.

religious literature in order to

With this brief description, the present

achieve development and progress

article aims to provide consistent and

there is only one source of real

scientific

wealth and the human intellect and

question is primarily due to component,

his

indexes and functions of economic strength

ability

research.Thus,

to

think

and

non-human

wise

answer

leader

of

to

the

the

fundamental

revolution,

how

resources (natural resources and

postmodern approaches in order to achieve

physical capital) itself is not wealth

better Economic strength is found in the

but it becomes wealth through

Islamic Republic of Iran? In other words,

human effort.In other words, human

the most effective approach or approaches

resource and genuine wealth and

to realizing the strength of the economy in

other resources are transverse.

Iran, according to Iranian Supreme Leader's

B) If

the

intellectual-philosophical

repeated emphasis what is? According to

structures of society) is formed on

the researchers this article, itself the

the basis of paragraph (centrality of

product of social capital and social

man and the power of thought and

communication networking function of

creativity and thought

he, the

education is based, according to the criteria,

social,

indicators and functions that are most

cultural and economic well are

consistent with the components of the

formed on this basis and with this

Leader regarding the resistant economy.

orientation.

Components such as special emphasis on

political,

administrative,

C) This society is ready to accept and
even pay for the non-development

specialists,
character,

committed
Knowledge,

management
job

mobility
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properties

of

resistance

to

Explaining

the

concept

of

resistance

perceived threat and being capable of

economy: the diversified policies have

adapting to the pattern of consumption and

already been notified in the economic, such

deal with the crisis and the internal security

as energy policy, national policy, Article 44

of the materials. Current research tried to

of the policy, security policy, investment,

explain the subject plans using data

water policy and so on, in which policies

collected through written and

virtual

that focus on Each part has been to provide

resources as well as enjoying the analytical

the road map, as we say in the field of

method and partly historical sociology

energy and so the national or the water or

(explaining

the road map to be presented according to

the

methods,

approaches,

objectives and policy feedback).

which the officials, advance their own work
the

but this policy is not only the road map, but

Supreme Leader's remarks about

right here in the index have been proposed

the

some paths just like traffic signs.In various

1. Theoretical

framework,

concept

of

economy

of

paragraphs the tasks set policies that

resistance
In general, the Supreme Leader's remarks

actually guarantees the right tasks in this

about the economy explain the concept of

way, the general policy that is inclusive,

resistance; components, index and its

each part has identified some factors that

functions can be placed under three. In the

what needs to be done is clear in the

first part, wise leader of the revolution to

provisions of the policy.

the characteristics and reasons for the

In fact, the collection of the resistant

necessity of a comprehensive definition of

economy is a native pattern of policy and

the

their

scientific strength derived from our Islamic

implications. Then holiness enumerates ten

and revolutionaryculture based on the

key component of the economy's strength.

condition of today and tomorrow. In other

He

main

words, that this is not relevant to the

comprehensive, or in other words, the main

present situation and current circumstances,

indicators of the strength of the economy

this is a long-term plan for the country's

that need to analyze and interpret the

economy can meet the objectives of the

reasons and the realization approaches (dos

Islamic Republic on economic issues, can

and

are

solve the problem, yet also dynamic , that is

scientifically and objectively explained.

our policy not seen as a rigid framework

The following sections discuss each in

and package, is complete, adaptable to

detail.

various situations that may arise at any time

resistance

went

don'ts)

on

economy

to

explain

resistance

and

the

economy
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and practically economy into a state of

strengthen our own economy.First, for the

"flexibility" brings the fragility of the

same reason between us and other countries

economy against various shocks that as I

associated with the global economy, we are

would mention, itwill be resolved.

building on the relationship with them and

This

we're not going to separate in any way from

type

of

consultation

effort

providedin
the

the global economy and the current

discussion of the Expediency Council and

situation cannot be held in the world. So we

the heads of the powers and authorities.

are affected by what happens in the world

Economic experts help to make this model

in the global economy. Secondly, a trait

fully used, in fact one of the advantages of

that we have because of our independence,

this model is that it is agreed, hammering,

for self-respect, ourinsistence on not to be

the sides of the heads of power in the

influenced by the politics of power, the

Council are present, various authorities are

aggression and bad faith are also affected

still there, arguedand is robust considerable

by them and in the current situation we can

work has limited accuracy.The trends to

see that the motives of opposition and

economic resistance is not only for us,

disrupt and obstruct and cause trouble are

today, in many countries, especially in

more than many other countries.

recent years with a severe economic shocks

So we should conduct more effort to

that arose in the world, many countries

strengthen our highest affections on the

have sought to strengthen their economies,

foundations of the economy and strengthen

but each country has its own conditions.

our economy. Further, we have to prevent a

The capitalist economy as a result of the

situation that inevitably shocks or accidents

economic problems of the West and of

or malice could affect our economy. So we

America overflow to the many countries

need it.1(Rashidirad, 2015: 1-9). The leader

and the global economy as a whole, a

of revolution in explaining the concept of

whole related to each other, of course,

comprehensive

countries of the problems were more or less

raised some important features that can be

affected, some more, some less. So many

described briefly as follows:

countries

with

is

sought

experts

to

and

strengthen

economic

strength

has

their

A) Resistance economy is a guarantee

economy to sense the strength of the

for the right movement (movement

economy according to the country to plan

in line with economic development)

and realize it.

of the Islamic system

I think we need more strength to the
economy of other countries .We need to

1

http://www.ireconomy.ir/fa/page/17819
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B) the economic policy of resistance
are

scientific,

indigenous

and

revolutionary,
C) the

solver

wishes of Islam and the Islamic Republic of
Iran. So, one of our most significant
indicators is the index of social justice.

of

the

economic

Theexcluded social classes should literally

problems by a dynamic nature

be

means that it has a high ability to

progress.Thiswas

adapt to different conditions,

(Torabzadeh Jahromy and others, 2013: 35-

D) Designers

of

the

Resistance

enjoyed

from
the

first

economic
component

45).

economy are the owners of the

In defining the second component which

collective wisdom and committed

was

professionals,

economic and other internal structures

determining

the

consistency

of

Examination of ten components of the

against external threats, the supreme leader

resistance economy according to the

has stated that:" The second factor, the

Supreme Leader

ability of resistance the factors threatening

“In this part [first part], I discussed the

the policy is seen and considered. As I said,

features of economic policy and the

some of the effects of economic shocks

resilience of the components of the series.

affecting the economy of the countries in

One is to create mobility in the economy of

the world that happens like what happened

the country and improving macro indicators

in the years to come and at another point in

such as economic growth, such as GDP,

the impact on countries.When I said, head

including employment, lower inflation,

of Southeast Asian Nations and met me at

increase productivity, public welfare. In

the time that in this region there was a

providing these policies, the momentum of

strange break his word to me, said you just

the economy and improvement in the index

know, from a country in one night became

in terms of taken from all these indicators,

rich in a poor country. The economy is

most importantly, a key indicator of social

robust way. After an agent for the impact of

justice.We do not accept the country's

various economic shocks on the economies

economic boom without social justice in

of the world which overflows to countries,

any way and do not believe in it. Countries

a natural disaster that happens, and one of

that their index is very good and have good

the shocks of conflict, such sanctions and

and very high economic growth, however,

such sanctions. Assume here that the

discrimination, class differences, the lack

decision-making centers, will be decided on

of justice in those countries is too high and

the price of oil, oil prices , for example

there is no way we will comply with the

coincident bring to six the dollar, as it
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happened to us many of these are not

motion of normal and probably does not

normal

work

become senseless and sleepy and did great

effectively and to follow certain decisions

things, a jihadist effort is necessary,

that are centers followed.Thus the second

mobility Jihad and Jihad management is

component is the ability to withstand the

required for this work. It is a move that

threatening factors” (Hazavehei and Ziraki

should also be scientific, is too powerful,

Heydari,

Ali

too with the program, and be combative. I

third

appreciated meeting with the heads of the

component of the resistance economy that

three branches of the same problem we had

was the emphasis on the capacities and

in the past few weeks, I have raised the

potential of the internal forces, states that

same issue. Fortunately, Mr. President, has

“The third components relies on the

categorically

internal capacity which is seen in this

government are responsible for keeping

policy. After about these capabilities, I will

track of these things, decisions As a serious

explain about the issue in sum: how

and combative move is, okay, that's good,

scientific capacity, whether human or

that this is necessary, do not go without it

natural, whether financial, geographical and

"(Arabnezhad, 2012: 99-106).

climatic. We have significant capacity, in

Another important issue in determining the

the main rely on the capacity of domestic

strength

economic policy strength is very broad.

perspective

That does not mean that we close our eyes

according to the supreme leader of the

to the possibilities abroad not sure we use,

revolution is related to explaining the

maximum use of our time, but our look, our

importance of the issue of people-centered

support, our confidence is

more on

which has been considered in these

focus on local

policies. He has mentioned the important

facilities and assets inside the country”

component in the realization of economic

(Hosseinzade

139-

condition that: "Another very important

156).Leader of the Islamic Revolution

point, which is people-centered policies,

described the fourth component is to

has been noted. Experience also shows us,

strengthen the spirit of jihad and optimal

expression and religion also emphasizes

management

"Another

that where people are God's hands "should

important issue, jihadist approach is that

Allah is with people. That is God’s grace

the policy is considered, by the Jihad,

and attention is given where people are and

Jihad. With normal moves ahead down

divine support was seen in the eight-year

and

2014:

Khamenei

domestic

expected

in

11-24)

this

Ayatollah

enumerates,

issues, our

Bahrain,

believe

to

the

2013:

that

of

told

the
of

me

that

economy
the

ten

those

from

in

the

components
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defense, exemplified by the revolution, and

hardest hit by our economic dependence on

the sample passing through difficult passes

oil is a great blessing given by God for our

the 35 years since people were in the field,

country during the tens of years a source of

things progressed, the less money we have

economic collapse and political and social

in the economic field. Policies of Article

collapse. Shall we do a basic idea? We do

44, which we We have adopted and

not think that weshould not use the oil, but

promulgated,

same.The

we should rely on the limited use of crude

government should make preparations to

oil. In other words, the oil products can be

attend them, advise them that they can

replaced the oil sale policy. theset can be

apply where they can, they do support, the

seen in the policy. A fundamental and

government's responsibility. Now the state

important work that should be done is the

of

ambition, It is necessary that we separate in

to

economic

inevitably,

be

activity

inevitably

the

in

one

there

sector

will

be

paragraph thirteen of these policies is

economic but should be given to people

discussed

who were considered policies "(Mirmoezy,

paragraph (Kamfirouzi et al.,2013: 63-

2012: 59-78) Islamic Leaser considers the

86).The eighth component, the correction

components sixth in discussions as the

pattern is used, the saving to avoid the

concept of strategic items and basic

mess, avoid waste, avoid unnecessary

economic security resistive. He explained

spending. Of course, I first addressed this

this issue point out that: "In the first Food

notice to the authorities, the authorities not

and Drug Administration should have

only in their own lives, now it is a matter of

security and stability. So the levels of the

degree two, but first and foremost in their

country's gross domestic product should in

mission should seriously avoid the mess. If

any circumstances, in nutrition and in the

this were the authorities adhere to the

field of medicine. This is one of the

principle we were, then this spirit, the

fundamental components of the policy

character, the morality, the public will

problems that are communicated. Must be

overflow. Today, we are among the people

self-sufficient, it should be quite sufficient

and those whose hands to their mouths is

grounds to be considered for "(Salami,

too much waste we see in many cases there

2012: 28-46).

is waste, we address the people, but this is

Another very important issue is that the

among the places that authorities should set

seventh component, and repeated emphasis

criteria set under their own management

on

This note is not lavish, consumption pattern

the

Supreme

Leader

to

reduce

dependence on oil. He says: "One of the

and

should

be

operational

should be a truly wise and Islamic pattern.
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We do not say that austerity kill people,

against these cases. The fight against

like that sometimes Knnd.bd induced

corruption is taken seriously as it should be.

resistance was notified of the economic

Today, fortunately, officials say the same

policy, the ink is not dry, a few began to

thing but it is not enough. All the

say that “They are inviting people to

executives

austerity" No, not at all like that, but on the

officials, the judiciary and the legislative

contrary, we believe that if these policies to

authorities are responsible in that direction.

be applied, the situation will get better,

If the social, the economic situation of the

classes will find weak opening. In a country

country was like a house without doors and

where inflation is at an optimal level,

gates that he was asked, howsoever called

employment is at an optimal level, where

on to act, the will to win, was, well known,

people

and

good decent man who wants to feed as a

convenience. We do not say no to austerity

solvent, of course, he would not step

kill people, we say there is no mess, taking

forward in this condition.

up a word, bad use a word other. I have a

Transparency is the main condition for

few years before the first speech; I spoke at

fighting against corruption. Theremust be

length about this. We tried authorities must

transparency, we must bring a competitive

put ourselves, waste water, waste food,

environment, we should bring about stable

waste food, waste treatment, lavish living

environment, and economic activity in

in furniture, lavish luxury suites and

these conditions will be safe. In such a

makeup, etc., an important part of the living

space, then the one who obtains own

resources of the country to waste , this is

initiative or its capital or entrepreneurial

one of the things that must be considered,

wealth, the Islamic system of supports and

taking the good and the true, non-

confirms him. If space was safe, then

extravagance and waste and mess up

earningmoney will be a permissible thing

(Farmahini Farahani, 2014: 52-63).

and approved and supported by the system.

The ninth component is based on the fight

This is the ninth point” (Ajili, 2013: 88-

against corruption. The supreme leader

106).

Ayatollah Khamenei, in this respect has

specialization components of the policy

stated that: “If we want people participate

components of strength I see on the horizon

in the economy of the country, the

is the Supreme Leader. Holiness in this

economic scene should be safe, if you want

regard it said:" The issue knowledge that

security, corruption and abuse should be

this is a very important characteristic.

hand out. We should be harsh and fragile

Fortunately, today the country's scientific

will

live

in

comfort

And

are

the

responsible,

key

whether

knowledge

and
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status will allow us to have visions that we

the fact that it was I, of course, the cycle of

want our economy to knowledge-based

wealth, particularly in sectors that have an

economy, which I will later open a

advantage along the way and will happen,

reference

and

and God willing, on the strength of the

and

economy. These are the characteristics that

innovative people in many countries and

have been considered in this policy, of

this is one of the most important economic

course, there are other things that are in the

infrastructure in each country, the most

policy, the most important thing that I said

important

was the ten key points” (Khalili, 2012: 25-

to

this.Our

knowledge-based

for

scientists

companies

a

country's

economic

infrastructure, human forces. If we consider

44).

Table of ten components of the resistance economy from the perspective of the Supreme Leader
The ten components of the resistance economy from the perspective of the Supreme Leader
To create dynamism in the economy and improving macro indicators
Internal consistency of economic and other structures against external threats
Emphasis on the capacity and potential of the Islamic forces
Strengthening the spirit of jihad and optimal management
Being people-centered
Security, strategic and essential items
Reducing the dependence on oil
Reforming the consumption pattern
The fight against corruption and economic security
Being knowledge and specialization centered

The key points of resistance economy

Naturally, a country like ours, our country

(ramified of its components): In this section

is a great country, a country entrenched, the

the authors explain the purpose of the four

country has a privileged position, in today's

key

economy's

world, Iran is a graceful country which has

resistance to a derivative thereof. Before

a progressive culture, has a progressive

explaining the four key points, explain the

experience, has long goals, new characters

authors believe is inevitable if the design

introduced,

strength of the economy and the transition

characteristics, needs to make its economy

is a temporary issue? Leader of the Islamic

with the same properties that resistance is

Revolution in this regard that: "this policy

considered in economic policy. I said this

is long-term policies, for today is, to a time

policy is not small-town politics, not

when we do not have any sanction

depending on if a new thought, a new

agreement, a long-term policies that have

design, a new way in the world was

laid the foundation of the economy the

created, it does not digest itself, by no

sectional plan, it is a long-term plan, a

means it's not flexible, can be completed ,

strategic policy.

can be developed, but the straight line it

components

of

the

However,

country
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Keshavarz

more than 31 percent of young people, we

Moghadam, 2013: 62-88).

have 25 times the student revolution, the

He went on to interpret the main points

population has doubled since the beginning

derived from the ten components of the

of the revolution, the student population is

resilience of the economy to a motivational

25 times, that we have reached to twenty

reasons and explain the reasons for such a

thousand to four million and hundreds of

policy in this way state: "The context which

thousands, The important thing is, it is a

was sent by us included the preface of this

great event,this growth is important, it is

policy as the motivation and the main

important assets that we have now, ten

points four produces the policies mentioned

million university graduates are, sixty-five

above, the four points I would repeat. One

thousand faculty members have more than

refers to the capacity of the country's

ten times what it was at the beginning of

spiritual and material abundance, the

the revolution, knowledge-based company

introduction of the policy communicated to

to have five thousand Now seventeen

the mentioned, this is a very important

thousand experts and activists working in

issue, capacity the country is so large,

these companies, see how important this

many of us do not know the extent of this

capacity, the result of which, according to

strange capacity, or the importance of it do

scientific bases that rank certain countries,

not matter, you know, Statistics hands as

we are ranked fifteenth in the world,

well, but we do not care. Some officials are

ranking sixteenth in a database, ranked

like tins, they have the statistics, but they

fifteenth in a database, in the course of

do not considerthe statistical significance,

these past financial year, the year of 2013.

for example manpower now that I've

This is an important thing. In some

already got a mention.We are now in terms

disciplines, our rating from the above, in

of manpower and of the young people in

some scientific fields among the seven or

the best condition we have, that is now

eight countries world-and in some cases are

more than 31 percent of the population

among the four top five countries in the

between the age of fifteen years the

world. This is the basic infrastructure:

situation is excellent, great. Of course, if I

manpower.

repeated what I advised the generation,

The investment capacity is a mineral. First

unnoticed, the not so distant future, we

place oil and gas that last year I said the

would lose points in the policy will be

first year, our total oil and gas assets under

communicated generation hopefully, they

the ground, in the first world, we, the

are prepared. Our situation is like that now,

second gas, oil in the second or third, most
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recently the president gave me a report that

explain.Climate

For the first gas, oil number certainly, this

energy potential clean energy like solar,

too is an important thing, no country in the

nuclear energy are the capacity of the

world to Iran so we do not have oil and gas.

country. So this raises the first point of the

Oil and gas are the lifeblood of today's

things we are looking for a model and a

world, at least today goes like this, the year

model of the economy is that the name of

also will be like that, now, when humanity

the resistance economy. The second point

is rid of oil and gas, it needs to be, it is not

is

essential matter, the passion you all The

problems, but these are long-standing

world is, this is little capacity? This is a

problems with a critical mass of economic

small thing? Now the oil and gas, and other

momentum, can not be resolved, one of

mineral

mineral,

them is within our dependence on oil, one

cement, mining and metals, rare precious

of them is used to import, import it without

metal. Report that comes to us is very

priority. Unfortunately, with the habit,

shocking reports in some sections, the

which we did not have this habit aside, we

mineral potential of the country. Industrial

look

and mining capacity is diverse and dense.

inflation, unemployment, disability of some

Seventeen rank of the world's economies

our economic structure, forms in our

among the statistics and international

financial system, our monetary system, our

reports about trillion dollars GDP is for

banking system, Our customs systems,

Iran. Investment in infrastructure such as

difficulty in consumption patterns, the issue

roads and dams, today there are more than

of

six dams in the country in different sizes,

problems in the country, must deal with

the Islamic Revolution took over the

them.One of the things that every man and

country in a situation that was about ten or

every responsible effort to raise the

fifteen dam across the country, today is six

compassion to work and do resistance

and a half dams in the country, in sizes,

movements such as the economy, despite

large and small, some of them are very

the difficulties. It is merely a communal

important and great. The issue of Display

and compassionate jihadist movement and

Driver Model, the data is good data.

continued with the requirements and would

Capacity and geographical advantages,

not be possible. Third one includes the

access to the high seas, the North-South

external economic threats. Well sanctions

and East-West crossroads position that it's a

than before, but these sanctions since the

very

winter of 90 to today, has become the

wealth:Gold

important

mining,

issue

for

us

to

that

we

to

forms,

variability,

have

foreign

shapes

water

problems.

and

Chronic

production,

productivity,

chronic

these
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economic war, the name of the targeted

We do not want to kill a fence around

sanctions, an economic full-scale war that

ourselves, we cannot and do not want

our nation is realized. Because it is not the

economically, cut off communication with

core issue, not a human rights issue, not

the world, not possible, nor desirable, so we

other issues such as this is, it's because they

will not be affected, so we should

know it, we know the cause, the Iranian

strengthen. These are the four reasons and

nation's independence, a cause, a new letter

four

on The basic principles of Islam that

resistance1.

Muslim countries and nations template will

Explanation and analysis in order to fulfill

know that if the Islamic Republic were

the requirements of economy of resistance

successful in this field and the longer the

from the perspective of the leader: the final

growth of this movement is not in the

section of the Supreme Leader's remarks on

world, and this is a significant movement.

the subject of economic strength, holiness

Now nuclear power is an excuse for a day

in order to fulfill the requirements posed by

is the enrichment, one day they talk about

the faster and more quality is the strength

human rights, one day something like this

of the economy. In this respect he was eight

is. Sanctions against us, before there can be

overall interpretation and analysis which

no question of nuclear energy raised, there

will be discussed below, respectively, to

will be after this. The nuclear issue and the

each:Well, now the grand scheme, this

talks if God willing to reach a solution, it

large-scale road map, was, to put forward a

will see that there will be pressure.We

policy that does not solve the problem, the

should have immunization against these

beginning the administrative agent to do

pressures, the need to strengthen the

first and foremost, a serious willingness

internal structure. Economy strong we must

officials and managers and grassroots

be disappointed the enemy of effectiveness

activists, the authorities have to decide first

of this area, when the enemy was

and

discouraged, think of the nation and

government officials, and the legislature

authorities will

be comfortable quarters,

and the judiciary and the various sectors of

the global economic crisis, which I

economic issues and must be in the matter,

mentioned earlier is due to the economies

have strong determination and firm. No

of the West, America's economy. The

serious decision and determination, it will

overflow problems in Europe and America

1

have provoked these problems, although
there were areas, elsewhere owners alike.

o

need

foremost,

stimulus

the

for

executive

economic

branch,

In this respect refer to the strength of the economy
from the perspective of Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Khamenei, missionary magazine, April 1392, No.
163, Ss101-107
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not go ahead. Second, the entrance is on the

progress and accuracy.Fourth, coordination

ground. Here's a good deed is done.

among various departments is of course

Anyone who does this action, is definitely

worthy of this organization should be given

true and will be the one doing good deeds.

powers to chiefs. Coordination means the

This outline, this great roadmap, should be

coordination between the parliament and

made to the program, various applications.

the government, the parliament and the

If it was, then it will literally create

government and the judiciary. The parts

economic saga.We called the year 2013 as

cannot be moved without coordination, in

the political and economic epic, thankfully

areas such coordination has the effect,

political saga was born. Economic saga

though not as much, anyway coordination

unfortunately delayed, but now at the end

is necessary. The heads of the three

of the year, this will be the beginning of

branches of the coordination mechanism

economic saga hopefully in 93 years

should be willing to provide. The fifth

certainly should be looking seriously by the

issue, supervision at all levels, should be

authorities and action should begin. Third,

monitored, the heads of the Armed Forces

program and policy implementation has

should monitor their own devices, the

become the order of the heads of the three

Council is responsible for the oversight

branches of government have been, the

responsibility that is full of action and see

President, the head of the legislature, the

what is happening, led God willing, we will

head of the judiciary ordered that the

monitor the device. So monitoring is one of

programs implemented in their downline

the main requirements.

Part of the preparation, but I want to stress

Part six: how to overcome obstacles

that on the schedule, you should schedule. I

There are obstacles that are to be picked up

had sent a directive that Mr. Vice for

legal barriers lining I respected heads of the

machines, saw. Must be scheduled, to be

three branches had told the meeting that

clear how much work went long expected

"the rule of law," it is difficult, annoying

fulfillment

and

rules should be taken. This Parliament can

maintained,

do, otherwise we now have laws, [if] we

should accelerate the contribution of each

opened a law on the law, are interpreted

faculty will be given. In the executive

and must be considered, careful, legal and

branch, especially the contribution of each

judicial aspect to find annoying rules.

device

There,

of

implementation

to

be

the

programming

should

be

determined,

indicators,

they

especially indicators that can be monitored

removed.

and be given time to understand the

entrepreneurs,

must
The

be

identified

economic
innovators,

and

actors,
investors,
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scientists feel that they do not face

term effects of the program long-term

unreasonable obstacles to move and act.

plans, but its results will be achieved soon,

Seventh

and

requirement

God willing. This means that the fruits of

seventh,

dialogue-building,

should

be

this work and feel public for results sweets

presenting a true picture of the strength of

willing to work late and out of reach. God

the economy, of course, television and

willing, we hope that the government, with

media

for

progress to be made, the work is done,

them.Propaganda against the state, against

people can feel and taste the fruits of this

the revolution, contrary to our national

great public movement” (Saif, 2013: 92-

progress, a lot of things to offer and have

115).

begun, we saw, after this time will be more

A view on the concept of social capital, the

resistive

components and functions as a tool to

are

necessary

required,

economy,

but

obstruct,

not

obstruct,

sometimes boo , downplay what is of the

implement better the resistance economy

greatest importance and the significance of

in this section, the authors' hypothesis will

these things are. By contrast, they should

be put to the test. Thus, in explaining the

be working, responsible, thoughtful and

concept

compassionate, should give the public a

enumerate the components and functions

true picture of this great movement and

whether social capital can be an important

dialogue geared to making people know

tool to implement efficient and better

and believe and want. In this case, it will be

resistance economy or not? This section

practical. The last point that I mention in

seeks to provide a scientific answer to a

the field includes the issues of monitoring

question draw on the above hypotheses. In

and notification. Monitoring Centre should

general, the concept of social capital is

have a strong vision that precisely monitor

employed

the

collect

sociologists to examine the quantity and

information, process information, deduce, it

quality of social relations in society, the

might move that must be done at any point

concept of social capital have benefited

and any point specify, for each a certain

(Mousavi and Ali Pour, 2012: 15).But in a

index, and finally done informing people,

broad definition of social capital can be

the people would like to know.Great work

defined as: "social capital network of

started, the great work we can hopefully

relationships based on trust and social

with courage, with trust in God, step by

bonds

step, grab the appropriate and necessary

organizations, institutions, individuals and

way forward and I believe there is no long-

groups that have social protection and

progress

of

this

work,

of

in

social

capital

sociology.

interactions

will

then

Contemporary

with

groups,
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facilitate

individual

and

Functions of social capital:

collective action in order to achieve the

A concentration of resources and power is

objectives of the "(Kayani, 2011: 667).

the efficient use of decentralized resources

Components of social capital:

in the form of one of the benefits and

A

social

capital

relationships,

functions of social networks. In new

interactions and social networks among

technologies, because of the great risk,

individuals and

continuing specialization in various spheres

Social groups and have a warm social

and branches of technology makes active

relations and facilitating social action."

centers, a variety of needs in terms of

B) Social capital structure and interactive

equipment and scientific capabilities and

character actor with a member of the group

manpower. And also when plan to use

and interact with other actors in accordance

needs, equipment needs to be multiple

with the principles adopted by the Group

sources, all of which not a single individual

and trust others to the required information

or organization in the areas of access, the

will and in the process of action of the

best solution is to create a network among

Collective protection is.

the

(C) General concept of social capital can be

resources necessary to implement the plan.

defined resources that are the heritage of

In this case, the important thing is to join

social relations

the network and participate in the project, it

Facilitate collective action. These resources

should be for all members, so their income

are

is

obtained

of

through

socialization,

elements

profit

that

from

everyone

participation

has

in,

the

be

including trust, cooperative norms and

justified.Also, the network should be

networks of social ties that came together

designed to ensure there is a plan to guide

to form a coherent and stable personnel

the network and fruitfulness. Also, in a way

within the group in order to meet the

that no center alone can provide the

common goal.

necessary investments to meet these needs

D) Social capital is like other forms of

do. Creating networks of cooperation for

capital, productive and achieve specific

the development of technology that makes.

objectives makes it possible without which

Not only members can easily meet your

it is not possible. Contrary to other forms of

needs through other members, but their

capital, social capital is in the nature of the

investment in one or more areas in the

relationships between the actors, not the

network created by the market, and the

actors or physical means of production

profit

(Ejtehadi2007: 126-143).

(Telvari, 1992: 23 28).

goes towards

more

productive
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distribution:

means

work leads to the implementation of certain

providing the details of the activities within

projects and the division of tasks among

the information network makes it ideal in

members, makes it easy to manage the

distributed and complex network elements

network.

are well aware of each other's activities.

It is clear that this is, to a large extent,

The network will provide a lot of

reduce

information at low cost and little time for

Integration of collaboration on the specific

members of the network. Researchers have

basis also properly reducesthe cost of

shown that the mass media and the

communication between people since the

information initiatives are playedthrough

network prevents to do these activities and

networking

in

by providing a basis for cooperation in

society.Although mass communication is

different contexts, will reduce the cost of

only an instrument but spread ideas and

the transaction to the independent status of

information

each of the centers.

between

verbal

it

individuals

practice

through

networking between people (Littlejohn,

system

management

costs.

E) Creating security and power: social

1993: 123).

capital can create security in society

)C) the possibility of monitoring: You can

and

monitor the activities of the centers and

members to double their power .

review the performance of other social

Such a functionwill be according to

networking activities. Network structure

the targeted desired distribution of

enables the network management that

information

easily enough on the performance of nodes

communication.Then this leads to

monitor or review the implementation of

knowing

the

the current program in the body of the

strength

of

network, improve network performance as

management so that at the end

well as good decisions, policies and adopt a

using

set of management.

management, the weaknesses will

(D) Reducing the cost and simplify the

be in coverage and the challenges

management of large: Another benefit of

became different opportunities, the

networking to reduce costs and facilitate

natural feedback of which provides

the management of all the participating

security, stability and development

centers. In a cooperation network, core

in the field multiple.

also

make

the

network

and

weaknesses
the

specialists

and

and

targeted

optimal

network and targeted activities consistent

F) Giving meaning and normalization:

definition for Collaborating Centers. This

at the individual level of the
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network relations, it is an important

communications

tool to measure the psychological

provide the desired information,

support by others. According to

social awareness to the public and

Bhatt, the network of friends and

their contacts are not selected from

relatives of the person makes his

a particular class (Alvani and Syed

life meaningful and protect the

Naqvi, 2002: 17-31).

norms against the impersonal world
over him.

to

I) Capacity of adaptation to different
conditions

G) Training the specialist-committed

networks

particularly

critical

situations: One of the important

elite: social capital derived from the

functions

of

network of social relations in a

multiple

conditions

process of sharing information,

critical high maneuverability, etc.

resources,

For example, in terms of economic

and

capabilities,

identities,

emotions

skilled

and

sanctions

social

and

capital

in

including

psychological

committed to the ideals and goals

warfare multiple enemies, social

of the Islamic Revolution that

capital raised by network-based

training this ultimately leads to a

communications

synergistic, collaborative business

education and promote the correct

performance and overcome the

patterns, including the avoidance of

problems and achieve goals.

luxury and extravagance as well as

can

provide

H) Justice and wide conflict resolution

through the support of domestic

of the social classes: when social

goods, and extensive advertising

capital

foreign goods sanctions helped

due

to

communications
appropriate

their

wide

network

recognition

of

and

confront

the

psychological

essential needs and desires find

enemies

their clothes, naturally try to solve

themselves.

the

problem

and

will

create

J) The

sanctions
warfare

of

the

capability

the

revolution

detecting

unknown

the intention of the authors of

optimized

equality and justice here, justice

communication and management

and equality of opportunity are

can identify and use the enormous

different

talent that exists in the community

social

capital

example,

derived

from

of

by

equality. The important point is that

classes.For

forces

of

and

through

jihad

and

targeted

and their full abilities.
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K) Power of knowledge and insight

can be acknowledged this issue as

formation: According to the authors

justice of the Supreme Leader of the

present a lot of problems in our

Islamic

society from a lack of proper

opportunities

awareness among the masses of

deprivation, political, social and

people, in other words, the lack of

economic walks of life, especially

necessary knowledge of various

among disadvantaged groups, the

segments of society, an important

Capital social networking activities

and constructive networking and

of

communication and social capital of

opportunities among all segments of

community

and

society, especially the poor strata

understanding of its formation.That

can provide good conditions for

is, using extensive advertising to

their development.

awareness

explain the objectives and goals of
the

enemies

of

Revolution
of

various

and
economic

communications

B) The second component of the

correct

realization of economic strength at

understanding and resolve various

resistance leader is making threats.

challenges in society including

Also important functions and effects

economic problems, political and

of

social will be possible to ease.

adaptation to different conditions is

social

capital,

capacity

of

Targeted communication among the

especially critical. So social capital

components of the resistance economy

using some of its components such

and social capital functions of social

as committed and specialist forces

networking communications:

detailed information as well as

A) The first component considered the

enjoying favorable distribution can

leader of the Islamic Revolution

be targeted Jihad and psychological

mode in terms of macro economy

threats, economic sanctions, and

indicators

such

ultimately resolve crisis well its

resistance

movement;

as

national
reduce

multiple resistance.

swelling, welfare and social justice-

C) The wise supreme leader of the

oriented. On the other hand, justice

revolution, the third component in

and conflict resolution wide class of

determining the strength of the

social capital important functions of

economy based on high capacity

social

networking

internal forces speak. On the other

communications.With a little vision

hand, the concentration of resources
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and greater efficiency and train elite

wise

leader

of

the

revolution

troops and committed and specialist

precisely Jihad functions of social

force are the main functions of

capital can be seen from the

social capital resulting from the

communication network.

activities of the network of social

E) Public-centered emphasized as the

relationships. The identification of

pivotal fifth component by the

unknown

and

supreme leader in order to achieve

effective functioning of internal

the strength of the economy. He

social

also

repeatedly stated that all the gains

subscribe to the ability of social

of the revolution, thanks to the

capital in the realization of the

widespread presence of the Iranian

internal forces of the leader of the

nation. The functions of social

revolution.

capital,

forces,

capital.

capable

This

can

D) The factors relied on by Ayatollah

justice

and

conflict

resolution wide class, the optimal

Khamenei fourth Jihad resistance

distribution

of

economy was in fulfillment of the

concentration

of

purpose pointed by the supreme

forces and greater efficiency and

leader of Jihad as His Holiness

ultimately

stated the following: "There must be

knowledge and insight. This fact

movement, both scientific, as well

suggests that both the people of

full

the

knowledge, security, social justice

program, and be combative”. There

and the reduction of class conflicts

is also a suggestion that social

have, in their presence and activities

capital

(using

in the society. So the thrust of the

committed and specialized forces),

supreme leader of resistance in the

high

of

economy, in the social capital of

resources and forces and greater

network activity reaches its highest

efficiency), planned (to reduce costs

level of social communication.

power,

together

scientific

power

with

work

(concentration

the

information,
resources

creation

and

of

and facilitate the management of

F) Anti-corruption based on economic

large-scale) and the combative (high

security and, transparency and other

power compatible with the different

components of interest and focus on

conditions, especially the crisis and

the realization of economic Leader

the weaknesses of society) can be

resistance. As mentioned in the

acknowledged.

functions

Once

considered

of social

capital,

to
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monitor the activities of the centers

model in use can be fulfilled

and review the performance of other

resistance economy.

social
Network

networking
structure

activities.
enables

H) Finally, the last component pointed

the

by the supreme Leader was a

network management that easily

special emphasis on knowledge and

enough on the performance of

specialization is a key factor. These

different groups monitor. After the

components

social capital of the function of

through multiple functions of social

social communications networking

capital. On the one hand, the

activities in order to focus on anti-

benefits of lower costs and simplify

corruption

network

and

transparency

enjoying the economic security.
G) self-sufficiency

and

applications-strategic
modify

consumption

respectively

sixth

be

achieved

management

is

all

Collaborating Centers (Jihad). On

security
items

can

the

other

hand,

using

the

and

decentralized use of resources in the

patterns,

form of one of the benefits and

and

eighth

functions

of

social

networks

components emphasized by the

(Focusing Resources and forces and

Leader of the Islamic Revolution in

greater efficiency) which can be

order to achieve economic self-

achieved by the use of specialized –

sufficiency and security strength

committed forces.

and strategic items are also modify

CONCLUSION

consumption

also

In this paper the authors aim to provide

important

answers to this question is the resistive

functions of social capital, capacity

component of the economy have been the

of adaptation to different conditions

wise leader of the revolution and on the

particularly critical situations, the

other hand, using what procedures and

power of knowledge and insight

functions can be the best possible strength

jobs, security and power and the

of the economy was realized as holiness

concentration

and

and the reality is the starting point of the

productive forces and more. It can

strength of the economy, the policy is to

be based on these elements; not

modify

only the dependence on the outside

Consumption, production, direction, and

was minimal but provide a good

the two together can be used to invest as

explained

patterns.
that

of

the

We

resources

consumption

patterns.

well. Stimulate domestic production and
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reduce imports, which could stop the

- The fourth component is to strengthen the

decline and the low domestic production of

spirit of jihad and optimal management of

lead,

it:

economic

independence,

cut

"Another

important

issue,

jihadist

dependence on foreign technology upgrade

approach is that the policy is considered, by

is formed in the police stations, but must

the Jihad, Jihad. The normal movement is

act in such a way that the meaning of the

not forward, with normal movement might

resistance economy should not be imposed

not be sensitive sleepy and did great things,

on people. The most important components

a jihadist effort is necessary, mobility jihad

of the resistive economy as pointed by the

and jihad is required for this work. It is a

supreme leader are:

move that should also be scientific, it

The issue of creation of dynamism in the

should be powerful, with the program, and

economy and improving macro indicators

also combative”

such as economic growth, such as GDP,

- The fifth component is to be people-

including employment, lower inflation,

centered. In explaining the importance of

increase productivity, public welfare. In

people-centered and the importantplace of

providing these policies, the momentum of

these elements in achieving economic

the economy and improvement in these

position, the Supreme Leader has stated

indicators is intended and most importantly,

that: "Another very important point, which

these indicators, key parameters of social

is the thrust of these policies, has been

justice.

noted. Experience to us show, expression

- The ability to withstand the threatening

and religion also emphasizes that where

factors,

people are God's hands will be there.

- The third component resistance economy

- The sixth component in the concept of

that emphasizes the capacities and potential

strategic items and basic security is

of the internal forces, "we have an

resistance economy "primarily food and

important capacity, in the main rely on the

medicine must have security and stability.

capacity of domestic economic policy

The levels of the country’s gross domestic

strength is very broad. Not in the sense that

product should be so that there would be

we close our eyes to the possibilities abroad

not problems in any circumstances, in

not sure we use, maximum use of our time,

nutrition and in the field of medicine one of

but our look, our support, our confidence

the basic components of the political

more on domestic issues, focusing on local

problems that have been communicated. It

resources and assets within the country “,

should be self-sufficient; it should be quite
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sufficient grounds to be considered for

hand out. We should be harsh and fragile

public welfare”.

against these cases. The fight against

- The seventh component, to reduce

corruption is taken seriously as it should be.

dependence on oil. "We have one of the

Today, fortunately, officials say the same

toughest economic damage dependence on

thing but it is not enough. All the

oil. It is a great blessing given by God for

executives

our country during the tens of years a

officials, the judiciary and the legislative

source of economic collapse and political

authorities are responsible in that direction.

and social collapse. We should think of

If the social, the economic situation of the

having a basic idea. We're not saying do

country was like a house without doors and

not use oil, but we rely on the limited use

gates that he was asked, howsoever called

of crude oil, the oil can be put at the

on to act, the will to win, was, well known,

disposal of products that have been seen in

good decent man who wants to feed as a

these policies ",

solvent, of course, he would not step

- The eighth component is related to reform

forward in this condition.

ing the consumption pattern: "The issue is

Transparency is the main condition for

related to saving, avoiding the mess,

fighting against corruption. There must be

avoiding waste, and avoiding unnecessary

transparency, we must bring a competitive

spending. Of course, I first addressed this

environment, we should bring about stable

notice to the authorities, the authorities not

environment, and economic activity in

only in their own personal lives now it is a

these conditions will be safe. In such a

matter of degree, but primarily within the

space, then the one who obtains own

scope of their mission should seriously

initiative or its capital or entrepreneurial

avoid the mess. if this were the authorities

wealth, the Islamic system of supports and

adhere to the principle we were, then this

confirms him. If space was safe, then

spirit, the character, the morality will

earning money will be a permissible thing

overflow to the people”,

and approved and supported by the system.

The ninth component is based on the fight

This is the ninth point”.

against corruption. The supreme leader

knowledge and specialization components

Ayatollah Khamenei, in this respect has

of the policy components of strength I see

stated that: “If we want people participate

on the horizon is the Supreme Leader.

in the economy of the country, the

Holiness in this regard it said:" The issue

economic scene should be safe, if you want

knowledge that this is a very important

security, corruption and abuse should be

characteristic.

are

responsible,

Fortunately,

whether

And the key

today

the
66
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country's scientific status will allow us to

of the Islamic Revolution, the

have visions that we want our economy to

eleventh year, No. 37.

knowledge-based economy, which I will

8. http://farsi.khamenei.ir

later open a reference to this.

9. http://www.ireconomy.ir
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